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“The temporal fragment that links us generates particular stimuli that provoke different responses in the creators of
images, architecture, communication: in the contemporary metropolitan system, in which communication is rapid and the
international, in general, dominates local particularities, my challenge is to define a new operational field that is able to
exalt the senses. My creative recipe includes history, the indispensable foundation for contemporary thought, technology,
the means to express the latent properties of materials, fantasy, a dreamed-of planet where memories and futuristic
images vibrate, invention, a world without limits that offers many different responses to a single problem and the projection
towards the future like an incessant flux in continuous becoming. The design of entertainment spaces represents the ideal
terrain for an “alternative experimentation”. I invent spaces that are able to absorb the senses of the human visitor and to
overwhelm him in a vortex of unknown emotions that speak to the heart. I desire to create “non-spaces”, spaces far from
the world of stereotypes, improbable, exclusive, strongly multi-sensorial and interactive, hybrid and multi-functional. This
is my sensorial architecture, which takes progressive form and modifies its characteristics through cyclical oxygenations
linked to emotional fragments encountered in the world. This means to interpret the present by looking at the future, it
means to create a super-evocative and multi-sensorial story out of truth, dream and magic. Every single sentiment must
find its correct expression and the mind and body find themselves united in these ethereal spaces that can be
characterized in one expression: to be moved” (Simone Micheli). These are the words and thoughts of architect Simone
Micheli on his “architecture” and the reasoning behind his new project: the Lounge Bar “Sketch” created within the hotel
Aurora in Merano. The locality faces the Passeggiata along the Passirio river and reveals itself to the passerby through its
glass entry door and ample sliding glass frame with circular glazing which symbolically relates the inside to the outside
and allows the placement of open-air seating. Upon entry the entire space becomes emphatic, almost completely occupied
by the enormous bar counter covered in shiny stainless steel and mirrors with circular glazing surrounded by small points
of flashing blue led lights. A retro-counter takes up the entire wall and becomes a large shiny fuscia laminated container
marked by a long eyelet covered in illuminated mirror with blue led lights containing moveable transparent glass shelves
to stock bottles and glasses. The opposite wall is completely covered in flexible plasterboard, its sinuosity and fluidity
contrasts with the space’s decisive furnishings: enormous circular wall lamps covered in mirror and backlit with slim blue
neon lights and small coat hangers in shiny stainless steel. The flooring is made of small brushed oak slats with steel lights
posed upon it that pulsate, moving the space with a play of shadow and light and later animated with moving images from
video projectors that are hidden in the upper veil of the bar counter, projecting and deforming the length of the wall. Small
cylindrical pouffs covered in a mixed fuscia tissue serve as both seats and, some of them, when outfitted with a shiny
stainless steel shelf, tables. In direct contact with this space and the hall of the hotel is a smokers room covered in mirror
with a counter wall in mdf, varnished in shiny fuscia and back lit. It is separated from the locality with a glass wall marked
with circular glazing.  The mirrored wall with circular glazing constellated with small luminescent points of blue also
envelops the anti-bath and a wall of the corridor that leads to the canteen. The bath, completely un-plaster with exposed
stone, is white and divided by a wall covered in laminated mdf printed with digital images of human faces that separate
the men and women’s bathrooms. Small circular mirrors hang on the walls, a fluid sink in embossed plastic and shelf for
make-up contrasts with the industrial light grey spatular cement. This space, used as a deposit and canteen for wine, has
been completely renovated and given new life with simple and linear furnishings that exalt its particularity: a continuous
shelf in mdf covered in shiny white laminate is backlit with slim neon blue lights enveloping and underlining all the walls, a
second bar counter completely covered in shiny stainless steel further welcomes the client along with the DJ box in mdf
covered in shiny white laminate, injecting life into the space with music and integrated video projections emitted by a small
shiny fuscia box in the ceiling that also houses the acoustic speakers. Expert lighting direction celebrates this space,
constellated with large lights in stainless steel in the ceiling and affirms the desire to create a seductive theatricality that
interacts with all of the sensorial spheres. The incased perfumers in the shelves emit fragrances of aromatic essences
and the small pouffs, distributed like stones on the shiny surface of the pavement covered in black sky including shelf-tables
in stainless steel, are the only seats available for short breaks. This space, in which every spatial and material fragment
is suggestive and stimulating, is conceived to generate many interactions and conceptual and sensual combinations, as
well as many possible perceptive responses. It is a new spatial fragment that is able to provide the user with a new kind
of experience linked to the world of beauty, truth and emotion.
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PARTICIPATING COMPANIES

Furnishings (design Simone Micheli) are from ISA S.P.A., Via del Lavoro, 5, 06083, Bastia Umbra (PG), tel. 075/80171,
fax 075/8000900, customerservice@isaitaly.com, www.isaitaly.com  

Special illuminating bodies “Michi” (design Simone Micheli) are from SEGNO, Piazza dello Sport, 9, 20015 Parabiago
(Milano), tel. 0331/558202, fax 0331/551553, info@segno.mi.it, www.segno.mi.it

The lights are by FABBIAN ILLUMINAZIONE, Via Santa Brigida, 50, 31020 Castelminio di Resana, Treviso, tel.
0423/4848, fax 0423/484395, fabbian@fabbian.com, www.fabbian.com 

The lights of the smoking room are by  iGUZZINIUN-PLAST ILLUMINAZIONE, Via M. Guzzini, 37, 62019, Recanati
(Macerata), tel. 071/75881, fax 071/7588295, iguzzini@iguzzini.it, www.iguzzini.it

The domotic and  audio/video work is by DOMOTIX, Via Capuzzi, 8/d, 40069, Zola Predosa (BO), tel. 051/751182, fax
051/5880924,m.bellisi@domotix.it, www.domotix.it  

The radiator model Teknè in stainless steel (design Simone Micheli) is by AD HOC, ss. 77,
Val di Chienti, 14, 60025, Loreto (Ancona), tel. 071/7500889, fax 071/7504326,
info@madeadhoc.com, www.madeadhoc.com 

The pouff and couches model Ella are by ADRENALINA, p.o. box 99, 47841, Cattolica (RN),
tel. 0721/208372, fax 0721/209923, adrenalina@adrenalina.it, www.adrenalina.it 

The blenders and supplies model Z-point (design Simone Micheli) are by ZAZZERI S.P.A.,
Via del Roseto, 56/64, loc. Vallina, 50012, Bagno a Ripoli (FI), tel. 055/696051, fax 055/696309, info@zazzeri.it,
www.zazzeri.it

The bath accessories are by LUIGI MONTELEONE S.R.L., Via C. di Nassiryah, 28024, Gozzano (NO), tel. 0322/912921,
fax 0322/912195, info@monteleone.it, www.monteleone.it 

The acoustic insulation and plaster work is done by EUROKUSTIK acoustic technologies, Via Glorenza, 20, 39024, Malles
Venosta (BZ), tel 0473/831059, fax 0473/845025, eurokustik@rolmail.net, www.eurokustik.com 

The pavement and cement work ULTRATOP© from MAPEI are by VISSA S.R.L., Via G. Garibaldi, 32, 36013, Piovene
Rocchette (VI), tel. e fax 0445/550096, info@vissa.it, info@vissa.it 

The encased profumers are by OIKOS S.R.L., via Ponte Vetero, 1, 20121, Milano,
tel. 02/8052800, fax 02/8052115, stefanobader@oikos-italy.com, www.oikos-italy.com 

The aeration infrastructure and air-conditioning on the ground floor are by ARTEL,
Viale dell’Artigianato, 34, 36030, San Vito di Leguzzano (VI), tel. 0445/595000, fax 0445/595900,
artel@artelgroup.com, www.artelgroup.com 

The aeration infrastructure and air-conditioning of the basement are by WALTER WEGER, Zona Artigianale, 5, 39030,
Chienes/Casteldarne (BZ), tel. 0471/631212 

The plastic bath materials are by O.C.R. S.N.C., Via Trieste, 105, 31020,
San Vendemmiano (TV), tel 0438/778420, fax 0438/778509, ocr@ocr.it, www.ocr.it 

The theatrical lights are by WATTSTUDIO, Via Nave a Rovezzano, 66, 50012, Bagno a Ripoli (FI),
tel 055/632231, fax 055/632380, www.wattstudio.it 

The sanitary series Frozen are by SIMAS S.P.A., via Falerina km.3, 01033, Civita Castellana (VT),
tel. 0761/518161, fax 0761/5117897, info@simas.it, simas@simas.it, www.simas.it 

The sink series Verso is by CERAMICA CATALANO S.R.L., Str. Prov. Falerina km. 7,200, 01034, Fabbrica di Roma (VT),
tel. 0761/5661, fax 0761/574304, segreteria@catalano.it, www.catalano.it 

The automatic door with glazing (design Simone Micheli) is by DOORMATIC S.A.S., Via Luis Zuegg, 70, 39012, Merano
(BZ), tel. 0473/443799, info@doormatic.it, www.doormatic.it 



The hydraulic works are by FRANZ EGGER, via Virgilio, 85, 39012, Merano (BZ),
tel. 0473/235146

The electric works are by MANFRED TRIBUS, Via Postgranz, 8, 39012, Merano (BZ),
tel. 0473/220032, fax 0473/292082

The external framing is by FRENER & REIFER, Via Alfred Ammon, 31, 39042, Bressanone (BZ),
tel 0472/270111, fax 0472/833550, info@stiferite.com , www.stiferite.com  

The elevators of the bar counter are by ALFRED LARCHER costruzioni meccaniche S.N.C.,
Via Artigiani, 14/1, 39011, Lana (BZ), tel. 0473/561241

The wooden pavement is by HEINZ HOLZNER, Via Stazione, 49, 39025, Naturno (BZ),
tel. 0473/667440

The mason works are by FRANZ LANTHALER, via Laurin, 219, 39012, Merano (BZ),
tel. 0473/442484

The secondary exit door was rebuilt by IN-METAL OHG, Via Rio Sinigo, 38, 39010, Sinigo (BZ), tel. 0473/244004 

The painting works are by ERNST STECHER, Via Weingartner, 71/a, 39022,
Lagundo (BZ), tel. 0473/447354



003: Basement: Seen from the DJ and bar zone 004: Basement: Seen from the DJ and bar zone

005: Basement: Seen from the illuminated drink shelf 006: Basement: Seen from the illuminated drink shelf

007: Basement: Seen from the entry to the disco-bar zone 008: Basement: Seen from the entry to the disco-bar zone

009: Basement: View from the anti-bath zone 010: Basement: Seen from the private zone



011: Basement: Seen from the private zone 012: Basement: Seen from the entry to the private zone

013: Basement: Seen from the entry to the private zone 014: Basement: Seen from one of the disengaged zones

015: Basement: Seen from the entry to the disco-bar 016: Basement: View from the stairs towards the lounge

017: Ground floor: Seen from the zone next to the baths 018: Ground floor: Seen from the anti-bath zone



019: Ground floor: Seen from the bar zone 020: Ground floor: Seen from the bar zone

022: Ground floor: Detail of the counter and behind the counter of the bar 023: Ground floor: Seen from the counter of the bar zone

024: Ground floor: Seen from the counter of the bar zone 028: Ground floor: Detail of the bar counter

029: Ground floor: Seen from the bar zone 035: Ground floor: Daytime view of the bar zone


